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Abstract 
In this paper we consider the weighted average square error A,(rc)= ( l /n )~=1 { f " (3 ) ) -  
f(Xj)}2~(Xj), where f is the common density function of the independent and identically dis- 
tributed random vectors X~ ..... X,, f ,  is the kernel estimator based on these vectors and ~z 
is a weight function. Using U-statistics techniques and the results of Gouri6roux and Tenreiro 
(Preprint 9617, Departamento de Matemfitica, Universidade de Coimbra, 1996), we establish a
central imit theorem for the random variable A,(g) - EA,(Tz). This result enables us to com- 
pare the stochastic measures A,(~) and I,,0z. f )  = f{ f , (x )  - f(x)}2(g • f ) (x)dx and to de- 
duce an asymptotic expansion i  probability for A,(lt) which extends a previous one, obtained, 
in a real context with it = 1, by Hall (Stochastic Processes and their Applications, 14 (1982) 
pp. 1-16). The approach developed in this paper is different from the one adopted by Hall, 
since he uses Koml6s-Major-Tusnfidy-type a proximations to the empiric distribution function. 
Finally, applications to goodness-of-fit tests are considered. More precisely, we present a con- 
sistent test of goodness-of-fit for the functional form of f based on a corrected bias version 
of A,(~z), and we study its local power properties. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
AMS classification: 60F05; 62G10 
Keywords: Kernel estimators; average square error; Asymptotic distribution; U-statistics; Good- 
ness of fit 
1. Introduction 
Let XI , . . . ,X ,  be independent random vectors which take values in ~d,  with a 
common density function f ,  and let f ,  be the kernel estimator of f introduced by 
Rosenblatt (1956) and Parzen (1962). Given a kernel K on 1t d, i.e., an integrable 
function such that fR; K (u)du= 1, and a sequence (h,) of strictly positive real numbers 
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converging to zero as n ~ +e~, fn is defined by 
n 
1 ZKh,,( x -Xi), f .(x) = n 
i= l  
for x E ~a and Kh,,(.) = K('/h,)/h a. 
The most widely accepted measure of the global performance of fn is its integrated 
square error 
I,,(rO =/{ fn(X)  - f(x)}2rc(x) dx, 
where 7r is a weight function and the integral is over 1~ a. Using a central imit theorem 
for degenerate U-statistics, Hall (1984) established a central limit theorem for In(zt) 
when 7r = 1, proving that 
an(:r){In(~z)-Eln(lz)} ~ N(0,1), (1) 
tt ----* q- O¢~ 
d where . ~  N(0, 1) denotes the convergence in distribution as n ~ +ec, to the 
standard normal law, and d.(z)  is a sequence of positive real numbers diverging to 
infinity. Generalizations of this result, for ~r not necessarily equal to 1, were obtained 
in Tenreiro (1995) and Gouri6roux and Tenreiro (1996). 
In some practical studies (see Wegman, 1972) the integrated square error is replaced 
by a easy-computable measure: the average square error given by 
1 n 
An(TC) = - Z{fn(Y j )  - f(Xj)}2jz(Xj). 
n 
j= l  
In this paper we study the asymptotic properties of this discrete version of inte- 
grated square error and its applications to goodness-of-fit tests. The results that we 
obtain are based on a simple reducing property for U-statistics presented in Section 2. 
This property is established by using the classical Hoeffding's projection method (cf. 
Hoeffding, 1948) and it permits us to derive the asymptotic behaviour of A,(~z) from 
the corresponding one of/~(~z, f ) .  
Section 3 is the central part of the paper, where we establish a central imit theorem 
for A~(~) by proving that 
dn(rC" f){An(TZ) -EAn(:Q} ~ N(0, 1). 
tt----~ + cx~ 
Afterwards, we give an asymptotic expansion for the deterministic term EAn(Tr) which 
enables us to compare the stochastic measures A,(zt) and I,(Tr. f )  and to deduce an 
asymptotic expansion in probability for An(z~). The latter result generalizes a previous 
one obtained by Hall (1982) in a real context for ~r = 1. Note that our approach is 
different from the one adopted by Hall (1982), since he uses Koml6s-Major-Yusnfidy- 
type approximations to the empiric distribution function. 
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Finally, in Section 4, we present a consistent test of goodness-of-fit for the functional 
form of f based on a corrected bias version of A,(~). Its local power properties are 
also studied. 
The proofs of all results are given in Section 5. 
2. A reducing property 
The average square error An(n) can be written as a sum of random variables of the 
type 
(n), 
Un = Z CI)n(Xt, . . . . .  Xt,. ), (n >1 m), 
l ~tt <'"<tm~n 
where (q~n,nCN) is a sequence of measurable functions 4~n : (~d).~ __+ p. which 
are symmetric in theirs m arguments. A random variable of this type is called U- 
statistic of order m and q~n is its kernel. Moreover, if for all choices of aj E ~d,  where 
j E { 1 . . . . .  m}, and for all n C l',/, we have 
Eq~n(al . . . .  ,a j - l ,Xl ,a j+l  . . . . .  am) = O, 
we say that Un is a degenerate U-statistic. 
Following Hoeffding's projection method (cf. Hoeffding, 1948; Yoshihara, 1976) the 
centered U-statistic U. -EU.  can be written as a finite weighted sum of degenerate 
ones: 
~-~(m)  
U. - EU. = U~, (2) 
C 
c=l  
where U,~ " denotes the degenerate U-statistic of order c, obtained from the kernel 
c 
~n,c(Xl . . . . .  Xc) = Z( - -1 )  c-r ~ Eqbn(Xi, . . . . .  x i , ,Xr+l  . . . . .  Xm).  
r=0 1 <.i~ <...<i,. <~c 
Moreover (cf. Hoeffding, 1948, p. 300), 
Var(U~) = (~) - '  1]4~n,c(X, . . . . .  X~)IIzz, (3) 
where I1¢11 = El/rl¢lr for r > 0, and the random variable ¢ is such that el l r < ~.  
The following result plays a key role on the proof of the main results of this paper. 
Property 1. I f  there exists p E {1 . . . . .  m} such that 
EO,(xl . . . . .  Xp_ l ,Xp  . . . . .  Arm) ~-- O, 
for all xl . . . . .  Xp-i C ~a and 
I[~n,c(X, . . . . .  Xc)[12 = o(nC/2), 
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for c = p+ 1,. . . ,m, then U. and (rap)UP are asymptotically equivalent: 
u.=(mp)U: + 
3. Limit theorems for A,,(n) 
For m C 1',1, let us introduce the set Wa(m) of bounded probability density functions 
with continuous partial derivatives up to order m, which are bounded and integrable, 
and the set Kab(m) of bounded kernels K of order m, i.e., such that 
f tlul]mlK(u)ldu < ~ and f uT' ...u3"K(u)du=O, 
whenever 0 < ~--~/a= l ai < m, with al . . . . .  aa Elqo, and u = (ul . . . . .  ud), where I1' II is a 
norm in ~a. 
From Gouri6roux and Tenreiro (1996) (see also Tenreiro, 1995a) we know that 
if f c  W~(m) and KCKa(m)  for some mClXl, and if g is a bounded and almost 
everywhere continuous real function on l~ a, the asymptotic randomness of I,(r 0 comes 
from the degenerated U-statistics 
1 n 
i=!  
and 
1 ~ i< j<~n 
where for u, v E Na 
and 
I-q(x,,xj ), 
G~(u) = 2x/~h~ m f {Kh,,(x -- u) - ¢pn(X)}{q).(x) -- f (x)} l r (x)dx 
Hi (u  , v) = nh d/2 /{Kh , (X  -- u) -- ¢pn(X)}{Kh.(X -- V) -- ¢pn(X)}lr(x)dx, 
with 
M.(x)  = . f ( .  dy. 
In fact, if hn---~0 and nhdn ~ +cx~, as n---~ +oo, we have 
o 1 
1 n~a/2 j fn(x)  + p (V  _hnm In(re ) - Eln(rr) - x /~hn~n(rC)  q- 
- -  21-  . 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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Moreover, if we admit that there exists 2 E [0, +oo] such that limn++~ ..nd+2m Hn n z ~,  
the convergence (1) follows with dn(rt) given by 
dn(Tt) = { nhd/2 [42a~0z) + 2a~(rt)]-1/2 
x/~ hnm I4tT~( 7~ )] -1/2 
where 
and 
if 2 ~ [0, +oo[, 
if 2 = +oo, 
f(A f .lr,)2(x)f(x)dx- (f(A f 2, 
+>=f 
d j % a~f (x )  - ( -  1 )m Ui,,K(u) du m! Z ui, . ' .  Oxi, i,,, (x)" 
i l ,.. .,i,~ = 1 
In the following result, we establish asymptotic expansions for An(rt)- EA,(=) and 
EAnOz). We conclude that the asymptotic behaviour ofAn(lt)-EAn(rt) is based on the 
random vector (~,(=" f),)fin(re' f ) ) .  
Lemma 1. Let us assume that f E Wd(m) and K C Kd(m) for some m C Iq, and that 
n is a bounded and almost everywhere continuous real function on ~a. I f  hn--+0 and 
nhdn ---+ ÷oo, as n ---+ +c<), we have 
An(n) - EAn( n ) - x~  " f )  + ~ Jgn( n f )  + p n m + -TaT~nnn " 
Moreover, 
K2(0) f 
EAn(n) = EIn(rt. f )  + ~ J n(x) f (x)dx 
o 1 2K(O)hm~(f A~:f (x)rc(x) f (x)dx+°(1))  + (n~n/2)" 
q nhdn 
Using (1) and (6), Lemma 1 enables us to obtain a central imit theorem for the 
centered average square error An(re) - EAn(n) and permit us to relate the stochastic 
measures An(n) and In(n" f ) .  
Theorem 1. Under the conditions of Lemma 1, tf there exists 2 c [0, +cx~] such that 
lim ..,.d+2m 2, we have n?' l  n ~ 
d,(Tt, f){An(rt) - EAnOz)} ~ N(0, 1). 
n----+ -b  oo  
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Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, we have 
x (o) [ 
A,(u) =l,(rt -  f )  + n~hZ a j u(x)f(x)dx 
2X(0)hm ( /  ) 
-~ nh~ 3~f(x)u(x)f(x) dx + o(1) 
+Op V~n_m -~ ~ . 
llrln / 
From Theorem 2 we deduce that if the kernel K is such that K(0) : 0 then 
d,(rc, f){An(Tr) - I,(r:. f )}  = Op(1). 
The same conclusion is not valid for a general kernel. However, if h, is such that 
nh~ a~ +~, as n--* +c<~, the previous conclusion remains valid even if K(0) ¢ 0. 
Note that, since any regularity condition is imposed to K, the condition K(0) :  0 is 
not a restrictive one. In fact, given K* E K~(m), the kernel K defined by K(x)=K*(x) 
if x ¢ 0 and K(0)= 0, satisfies K EKba(m). 
Using the usual expansion of the mean integrated square error EI,(lt. f )  [cf. Hall 
(1984) for 7z = 1If and Tenreiro (1995) for a general weight function] we give now 
an asymptotic expansion in probability for A,(~z). 
Theorem 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, we have 
An(re) = -~n fZ(x)g(x) dx K2(u) du 
+h2m j'(d~f)2(x)~z(x)f(x)dx + op(n~n + h2nm ) • 
This result extends Theorem 1 of Hall (1982) in three directions: it uses only the 
classical conditions h, ~ 0 and nha~---+ +~ as n---+ +(x~, on the bandwidth, and treats 
the cases of general d >~ 1 and ~. 
4. Goodness-of-fit ests 
Following Gouri6roux and Tenreiro (1996) (see also Tenreiro, 1995a) and consider- 
ing the relations, established in the previous section, between the stochastic measures 
An(n) and l,(g. f ) ,  we can easily deduce asymptotic consistent tests based on A,(rc) to 
the simple hypothesis that the common density function f of the observed independent 
random vectors Xl . . . . .  X, is f0, where f0 is given. Therefore, we consider in this 
section the problem of testing the composite hypothesis H0 that f is a member of a 
parametric family g(-; 0), 0 E O, where O is a convex open subset of ~k. In particular, 
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we restrict our attention to locally strictly unbiased tests for the hypothesis H0 (cf. 
Bickel and Rosenblatt, 1973) which are obtained under general conditions on f and 
(hn) (cf. Fan, 1994, Gouri6roux and Tenreiro, 1996). So, we will consider a test based 
on a bias corrected version of An(n), or, more precisely, on a bias corrected version 
of ~4n(0n) where for 0 E O, 
n 
~¢,(0) = _1 ~{fn(X j ) -  ~--q)n~n--l" "Xj; 0)}2n(Xj), 
n 
j= l  
fn is defined from a kernel K such that K (0)= 0, ~on(.;0)= fKh , , ( . -  y)g(y;O)dy,  
and On c O is an estimator of the true value 00 under H0. 
For 0 E O let us consider (see proof of Lemma 1) 
1 
iT~j 
where for u, v E ~d, ~bn(u, v;0) = h~/Z{Kh,,(u - v) - ~pn(u; O)}2n(u). 
The asymptotic normality of Sn(On) under H0, and its convergence in probability 
to +oo for a fixed altemative f E Ds - where we denote by Ds the set of bounded 
probability density functions on 1~ a whose supports are contained in a fixed subset 
S of ~d __ enable us to obtain the next result, and justify the introduction of one- 
sided critical region based on the previous statistic. For that, we introduce different 
assumptions on the parametric family of density functions, on the estimator On, and on 
the weight function n, denoted, respectively, by (F), (E) and (H). 
Assumptions on g(.; 0), 0 E O (F). 
For all x E ff~d the function 0 ~ g(x; O) is twice continuously differentiable on O, 
and for all 0' E O there exists a neighbourhood V(O') C O of 0' such that: 
(F1) The function x---~ sup 
OE V(O') 
Og , 
(F2) sup ~- (x ;0 )  <oo  
xE~' ~'vt 
[g(x; 0) I is bounded and integrable on pal. 
sup ~(x ;0)  < oo, for t , t '= 1 . . . . .  and k. 
~ER d uvtuty t 
OE I(~F ) 
Assumptions on On (E). 
The sequence of measurable functions 0n E 0 is such that: 
(El) 0n converges in probability, as n~+oc,  to a point of O. 
(E2) Under H0 we have: 0n - 00 = op(l/(x/~h~/4)). 
Note that the last condition is satisfied if v/~(On - 00) is bounded in probability. 
Assumptions on the weight function (H). 
The weight n is a bounded and almost everywhere continuous positive real function 
whose support contains S. 
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Theorem 4. Let K be a bounded kernel on ~J ,  and (hn) such that hn ~ 0 and 
nh~---~+oo as n---~+oo. Under the assumptions (F), (E) and (H), the test associated 
with the critical region 
- 
with ~ c ]0, 1[, is asymptotically of  level ~ and consistent o test H0 against Hi : 
fGDs  \ {g(-; 0)[0 E O}, where, for 0 E O, 
s.(o) T.(O) = ~,  
a2(O)= f g4(x; O)~2(x)ax J ( /  X(u + z)X(u)du) 2dz 
and ~ is the distribution function of  the standard normal law. 
In order to make local power calculations [see Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) for 
similar analysis], we analyse the behaviour of the test statistic Tn(Oo) for a sequence 
of local alternatives of the form 
gn(x) = 9(x; 0o) + 7nq(X) + O(Tn)qn(x), (7) 
where g. is a probability density function on Rd, (Tn) a sequence of positive real 
numbers converging to zero when n---+ +o<3, and the functions r/ and q~ satisfy 
sup/q(x)l < ~,  sup sup Iq.(x)l < ~,  (8) 
xERd n~N xER,t 
f Iq(x)]dx < oo, sup f Iq,(x)[dx < oo. (9) 
JR ,i hEN JR ` / 
These conditions are discussed in Gouri6roux and Tenreiro (1996). 
Theorem 5. Let K be a bounded kernel on ~d ~ a junction satisfyin9 (I I)  and (hn) 
such that hn --* 0 and nh~ --~ +oo as n --+ +oo. Under the previous sequence of  local 
alternatives with q such that f q2(x)~(x)g(x;Oo)dx > O, we have 
~'7, =o  
lim P(Cn(~)) = f l( ,)  i f  ~. - 1 
n--+oc x/~kd/4 ' 
1 
1 i f  t-- .d/4 = O(~n )' 
~/ n n n 
where 
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Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) (see also Fan, 1994) shown that the test based on 
a bias corrected version of f{ f , (x ) -  ~o,(x;'O,)}2n(x)dx is uniformly locally strictly 
unbiased, whenever the weight function n is chosen such that n(x) > 0, for all x E Nd. 
If g(.; 00) has support Nd, the same conclusion is available for the test associated with 
the critical region C,(n). In fact, from the previous result, we have 
fl(r/)~>~ and f l ( t / )>~ unless q=0,  (10) 
for all functions t/ satisfying (8) and (9). However, for a general probability density 
function g('; 00), the test associated with the critical region Cn(n) is not uniformly 
locally strictly unbiased. In fact, even if the weight function n is chosen such that 
n(x) > 0, for all x c ~d, we have the second condition of (10) only for functions r/ 
whose supports are contained in the support of g(.; 00). 
5. Proofs 
Proof of Property 1. Given that U c = 0 for c = 1,..., p - 1, we have 
Un - (p )Un  p 2 4 L (m)nU~,ll 2
c=p+l 
\c=p+l 
= o(1) .  [] 
Proof of Lemma 1. For j -- 1 . . . . .  n, let 
n 
1 ZKh. ( . -X~) .  . f ,A')  = ; 
i=l 
We have 
1 
f , ( . )  = f , j ( . )  + -Kh,,(. - Xj) 
n 
and 
K(o) 
f ,(Xj) = f , j (X j )  + nh~ " 
Then, we may easily obtain 
n 
An(n) = 1 Z{f . (X j )  _ f (Xj)}2n(Xj)  
n j=l 
1 
Z{f  (Xj) f(xj)}2n(Xi) 
n j=l 
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n 
2K(0) 1 E{fn j (X j . ) _  f(Xj)}n(Xj) 
nh d n j=l 
X2(0) 1 ~ n(Xj), 
q- n2h2~~ -n j= I 
or  
A.(n) = n E{fn j (X j )  - ~°*(Xj)}2n(XJ) 
j=l 
2 n 
+n Z{f" J (XJ)  - (o*(Xj)){~o*(Xj) - f(Xj)}n(Xj) 
j=l 
n 
+n Z{(°~(XJ) - f(Xj)}2n(Xj) 
j= l  
n 
2K(0) 1 j~l{fni(Xj ) _ f (X j )}n(Xj )  
~ nh~ n 
K2(0) 1 ~ n(Xj) 
+ n 2 hn 2~ n J= 1 
=A~(n) + A2,(g) + . . .  + ASn(zt) (say), 
where 
~p~(.) =Efn j ( . ) -  n-n 1 /Kh,,( .  - y ) f (y )dy  : n -n 1 q~n(')" 
Each one of the previous terms will be studied in the following propositions. 
Proposition 1. I f  f and K are bounded, then 
o 1 
and 
EAln(n ) = n -n 1E f {f"(x) - ~°"(x)}2(~' f ) (x)dx.  
ProoE We have 
A~(~) = I Kh,,(& X~) 
n j= l  ',/I 
n-1  
n 
2 
(11) 
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n-1  l (~)-' E 
-- _,all2 @n(Xi'Xj) 
#l nrtn I <~i<j<~n 
_.I (n --1)(n -- 2) 1 (~)-I 
n 2 . ,_d12 ~ !Pn(Xi'Xj'Xk)' 
nnn 1 ~ i< j<k~n 
where q~n and ~n are, respectively, the symmetric functions generated by 
C~n(u, V )= hanl2 {Kh,,(u - v) - -  (pn(H)}2/l:(H) 
and 
@n(u,v, w)  = nhanl2 {Kh,,(u - v) - q~n(U)}{Kh.(u - w)  - qgn(U)}rc(u), 
for u,v, wENd [given O(xl , . . . ,Xm) a function of m arguments, we denote by 
O(xl . . . . .  Xm) the function (1/m!)Y~4)(x~,,... ,x~,,,), where the sum is taken over all 
permutations (~l . . . . .  ~m) of (1 . . . . .  m) such that ~i • c~j if i 7 ~ j ( i , j  = 1 .. . . .  m); we 
say that 4~ is the symmetric function generated by qS]. 
Therefore, 
a/2 i -- (n -  1)(n -2 )Vn ,  (12) nh n {A,(Tr) - EAln(7~)} = n 1 Un + n2 
n 
where 
n 
U, = (2 )  -1 Z [q~n(X/,Xj)- E+n(Xi,Xj)], 
1 ~ i< j~n 
and 
' 
[e.(x,,~,x~) - Ee.(Xz,Xs,Xk)]. 
1 ~ i< j<k~n 
In what follows, asymptotic expansions for Un and Vn are established. 
We have 
114'.(x,.x2)l12 ~< IIG(X,.X2)II2 = O(h;a), 
since, from the integrability of K and 7~ 2 • f and the boundedness of K and f ,  
IIG(X"X2)ll2z--h"d S i {Kh'(u - v) - q°n(U)}4r~2(u) f (u ) f ( l~)dudv  
<~ h2 2d + o(h2 d) sup f(x) S K4(v)dv S r~2(u)f(u)du 
xER a 
= 0 (hn-2d). 
Moreover, 
II ~..a (x,)112 -- 0 (h;dl2), 
where we denote ~0,,l(u) = Eq)n(u, X2), for u ~ R d. 
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Thus, from the hypothesis nhdn---+ oo, n---+ +oo, we get 
I lO , , , (x ,  )112 - -  o(n ~/~) and II~n(XI,X2)ll2 = o(n), 
and then, by (2) and (3), U, is negligible. 
On the other hand, for u E •a, we have 
EIl'tn( u, X2,X3 ) = { Et~n(u, X2,X3 ) q- E~ln( X2, u, Y3 ) Jr-E~tn(X3, u, Y2 )} /3  --- 0,  
since 
and 
EIp,,( u, X2,X3 ) 
_~#,,d/2 ~,-....,, ~ [{s, rh,,(,., -x2)  - ~.(u)}{Kh,,(u -X3) -  ~o.(u)}~(u)] 
=nhdl2E[Kh,,(u --X2) - 40n(u)]E[Kh,,(u - ) (3 )  - qon(u)]zt(u)= 0 
Et~.(X2, u, X3 ) = EIPn( X3, u,X2 ) 
= nhai2E[{Kh, , (X2 - u)  - 40.(X2)}{Kh, , (X2 - X3) - 40,,(X2)}~(X2)] 
= #'thd/2E [{Kh, ' (X  2 - bt) - -  ~n(X2 ) } 71;(X 2 )E[Kh, (X  2 -X  3 ) - qJn(X2 )1X2]] 
= .h~/2E [{Kh,,(X2 - u )  - ~o . (X2)}  ~(X2){~o. (X2)  - ~.(X2)}] = 0. 
Moreover, for u, v C ~t a, 
ETS.(u, v, X3 ) = Eqs.(X3, u, v )13 
= nha~/2 f{Kh,,(x -- u ) -  4%(x)}{Kh,,(x -- v ) -  qo.(x))rc(x)f(x)dxl3 
= H"S(u, v)/3, 
where H~ f is given by (5). 
Finally, from the hypothesis nh d ---+ +oo, n---+ +oo, we have 
II Ittn(Yl,Y2,X3 )ll2 ~ II¢..(x,,x2,x3 )l12 = 0(n3/2), 
since, from the integrability of K 2 and ~2. f and the boundedness of f ,  
II~.(x,,x2,x~ )ll~ 
JifK2(,)K (w).2(u)i(.)i(u - vh,) f (u  - wh.)du dv dw + o(n2hn a) =nn hn d 
=o(.2hJ). 
Hence, by Property 1, we conclude that 
3 n) -I 
I <~i<j<~n 
----- )Vt°n(TZ " f )  -t- Op(1) .  
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The expansion of A~(~)-  EAI(n) given in Proposition 1 follows now from (12). 
Moreover, using the fact that E~n(XI,X2,X3)= 0 we have 
 Ajn(  ) _n -1  1 
. ,a/2 E(~n(Xj ,X2), 
n nnn 
where 
E@.(X, ,X2) = {E(an(XI,X2) + E(9.(X2,Xj )}/2 
=ha/2 J f {Kh,,(u- v ) -  
= nha,/2E/{fn(x) - ~On(X)}2(z: • f ) (x)  dx. [] 
Proposition 2. I f  f E Wba(m) and K E K~(m) for some m E lq, then 
v~h#~Nn(~, f )  + Op V/_~12m 
and 
0. 
Proof. Let us consider the expansion 
n 
2n( ! ~{I~, [Kh . (X j -  -X i ) -  <pn(Xj)] }{ (pn(Xj)- f (X j ) -~on(X j )}~(X j )  A g)= n 
j~ l  = 
_ 2 1_ Z{Kh, , (X j _ Xi) - (PnO0)}{~pn(Xj) - f(Xj)}=(Xj) 
- -n  n 
j= l  i=l 
2 1 ~{Kh,,(Xj -X i ) -  o,(Xj)}qon(Xj)~(Xj) 
j= l  i=l 
~_ A2n, 1(~:) -- AZn,2(~). 
The term A,2'1(~) can be written as 
n- ,  , 
An' (~)= - -  Z Fn(Xi,Xj) 
n v/n hnm I <~i<j<~n 
n--1 1 
- -  n x/~h#m Wn (say), 
where Fn is the symmetric function generated by 
7n(U,V) = 2x/~hnm{Kh.(u - v) - ~pn(U)}{(Pn(U) -- f(U)}~(U), U, VE~ d. 
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We have 
EF.(u, X2) = v~h;"E  [{Kh,,(u - X2) - q~.(u)}{~o.(u) - f(u)}n(u)] 
÷v/nh;mE[{Xh,,(X2 - u) - q~n(X2)}{q)n(X2) - f(X2)}z~(X2)] 
= - u )  - - f (v )}r f fv ) f (v )dv  
= G~f(u)/2, 
where G~n "f is given by (4). On the other hand, from the hypothesis nh a --~ +oo, 
n ~ +cx~, the integrability of K and ~2. f ,  the boundedness of K and f ,  and the 
equality 
(13) sup I~P,(x) - f(x)[ = O(hm), 
xER a 
which is valid for fE  Wba(m) and KEKab(m), we get 
Ilr,(x,,xz )ll2 < JlT,(x,,x2 )ll= = o(n). 
In fact, 
It ,(x,,x2 )l122 
4n I f {Kh,,(u -- v ) -  gOn(U)}2{hnm(cpn(u)- f(u))}2zc2(u)f(u)f(v)dudv 
J J 
~< 4n sup Ih;m(qgn(x)-f(x))l 2 / /{Kh, , (u-v)  -~pn(u)}ZTz2(u)f(u)f(v)dudv 
xER ,t 
= O(nhn a) = o(n2). 
Thus, from the equality EF,(X1,X2) = 0 and Property 1, we have 
n 
2 Z G~f(xi)/2 q- %(1) Cffn(Zr f )  + Op(1). W,= n 
i=1 
Following the same procedure we conclude that A2'2(~)= op(A~A(~r)). 
Proposition 3. Under the conditions of Proposition 2 we have 
[] 
and 
A3n( ~ ) - EA3"( g ) = °P ( I + h~----'-~ + 
o 1 EA3(~)= /{~° . (x ) -  f(x)}2(rc" f ) (x)  dx + (n--~n/2)" 
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Proof .  Consider 
A3n(70 = 1 
n 
the expansion 
" 1 . 2 
E{(p ,O( j )  - f(X]) - n~O.(Xj)} n(X/) 
j=l 
it 
_ 1 E{~o, (X / )  _ f(Xj)}2n(Xj) 
- -n  
j=l 
n 
: - 
n 2 
j=l  
1/ 
1 ~ qo2(y j)n(Xj). 
j=l  
From central limit theorem and equality (13), we obtain 
and 
=Op nm ÷ 
EA](n) = {qN(x) - f (x)}2(n • f ) (x )  dx + 0 + ~ . [] 
Propos i t ion  4. 
and 
Under the conditions of Proposition 2 we have 
o 1 
-(/ ) (+) EA4(n) = 2K(0)hm A~:f(x)(n. f ) (x )  dx + o(1) + o . 
nhan 
Proof .  Let us consider the expansion 
A4(n ) _ 2K(0) _1 Z{fn j (X j  ) _ ¢p*(Xj)}n(Xj) 
nhan n j=l 
1 n 
+n E{(°" (X J )  - f (Xj)}n(Xj)  
j=l  
n 2 q)n (&)~(X J  ) , 
j=l 
148 
where 
n 
1 Z{fn j (X j  ) _ q~,(Xj)}n(Xj) -- - -  
n j=l 
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n-1  1 
n 2v/n Z Kn(Xi,Xj), 
1 <~i<j<~n 
and Kn is the symmetric kemel generated by 
kn(u,v) = v~{X~, , (u-  v) - ~o.(u)}~(u), u,v~F J .  
Using the arguments of previous propositions, we obtain 
o 1 
Moreover, 
and the conclusion follows from the equality 
d 
lim hnra{cpn(X ) - f(x)}-- (--1)m l omf  ~ " 
n----~+oo m~ Z , ]  u i l . . .u i .K (u )du  Oxil ]7[-Oxi,,,£x ) 
i l ,...,ira= 1
= A~f(x), 
which is valid for xC~ d, f E Wba(m) and K cK~(m). [] 
Finally, we easily have 
Proposition 5. Under the conditions of Proposition 2, 
and 
K2(0) f 
EASn(n) - I n(x)f(x) dx. 
n2 h 2d J 
Now, the asymptotic expansions for An(n) - EAn(n) and EAn(n) given in Lemma 1 
are trivial consequences of (11 ) and of the previous propositions. The proof of Lemma 1 
is then completed. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. From (6) and Lemma 1, we get 
An(n) - EAn(n) = In(n" f )  - EI,(n. f )  + op + . (14) ;m 
Thus, from the definition of dn(g" f ) ,  the random variables d,(rc, f ){An(n)-  EAn(n)} 
and dn(n. f){In(n" f ) -  EIn(g. f )}  are asymptotically equivalent. The conclusion 
follows from (1). [] 
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Proof of Theorem 2. The result follows from (14) and the relation between EA,,(n) 
and EI,(n. f )  obtained in Lemma 1. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3. From Theorem 1 and the expansion obtained for EA~(g) in 
Lemma 1, we have 
o(1 A.Oz)=EA.(zr)+ p x/-h~ym + ~ 
¥lgl n / 
(1 
= El.Oz. f )  + % v/_hh2~ + . 
The result follows now from the usual expansion of the mean integrated square error 
(see Tenreiro, 1995): 
1/ / 
EIn(~Z" f )  = ~h-ffn f2(x)zr(x)dx K2(u)du 
+h2nm /'(A~f)2(x)Tc(x)f(x)dx + o(n@n + h,zm). [] 
Proof of Theorem 4. From the definition of S~(O) we have (see proof of Proposition 
1) 
Sn(O) (n-  1)(n-  2) n -I 
= n 2 (3)  Z 7Jn(Xi'Xj'Xk;O)' 
l<~i<j<k<~n 
where, tbr u, v, w E I/d, 7J.(u, v, w; 0) is the symmetric function generated by 
O.(u .v .w;  o )  = nh~/2{Xh, , (u  - v )  - ~o.(u; O)}{Xh, , (u  - w)  - q~.(u; 0)}~(u). 
From assumptions (F2) and (H) and using (2) and (3) we easily prove that for all 
0EO 
Sn(~n) - Sn(O ) Op (l iOn- d/4 d/4 _ hnd/4)) (5 )  = Ollv/~h. (h,, +l lO .  0 lbv~ • 1 
Moreover, a2(.) is continuous on O from assumption (FI) and the dominated con- 
vergence theorem. Thus, from hypothesis (E2) we have Tn(~O,) ~ N(0, l), since, n----* q- ~ 
following the proof of Proposition 1, S~(On) is, under H0, asymptotically normal with 
mean zero and variance 2a2(00). This shows that C,(~) is asymptotically of 
level :~. 
From now on we admit hat X1,...,X, are independent random vectors with common 
density function f E Ds \ {9('; 0)[0 C O}. From hypothesis (El) let be 0 E O such that 
l im,~+~ On = 0 in probability. Using (2), (3) and the fact that 
[[ I//.,I(X1 ; 0)112 = O(n) and ]IIIJn(XI,X2,X3; 0)1[2 ~- o(n 3/2) 
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(see proof of Proposition 1), we conclude that 
n 2 
(n - 1)(n - 2) S"(0) 
0) ~ E~n(Xl ,Y2,Y3; Op ( v~) + 
from the dominated convergence theorem. Thus, from (15), the continuity of a2(.), 
and the equivalence 
Vf E Ds \ {g(-; 0)[0 E O} f {f(u) - g(u; o)}2z~(u)f(u) du> 0 
i f f~(x )>0 for al lxES, 
we obtain 
lim Tn(On) = +~,  in probability, 
n--++oO 
which enables us to conclude the consistency of the test associated with the critical 
region Cn(zr). [] 
Proof of Theorem 5. From (7)-(9) we deduce 
=~a/2.,2f (V~n ) d/22 Sn(Oo)=Nn+,,,,. y. q2(x)g(x)g(x;Oo)dx+Op ~n +o(nhn 7n), 
where N. is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance 2a2(00). The conclu- 
sion follows now straightforward. [] 
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